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Consultation

What are your business goals? 
What are your top selling products/services?
What are your Unique Selling Points?
What are your goals for marketing?
Who is your target audience?
What are the challenges or pain points for your target audience and how you solve them?

This is the first stage where we meet ( zoom meeting). During this meeting we discuss about your
business, your needs, your expectations as well as tell you more about our agency, explain further
about the 'Business Growth Catalyst Framework'  and how best we can assist you grow your
business.
Some of the information we will discuss includes:

(FREE)



Plan

Competitor research
Target persona research
Keyword research.

At this stage we start working on the 'Digital Marketing Analysis' for your business, combining
the information from the discussion in the 1st meeting with what we find from our market
research.

Our Market research will include:

Based on this research, we will then create a comprehensive Digital Marketing Strategy for your
business. This strategy will contain a list of the  most valuable online marketing strategies for
your business  that you can employ, they will be ranked from the most to the least impactful.
Please note that, we can also launch, manage and monitor these strategies on your behalf if you
would need it to be so and the proposal will also be part of the 'Digital Marketing Analysis' that
will be sent to you.

Implement

At this stage we now start with the implementation the strategies that you will have chosen for
us to manage on your behalf, based on the Digital Marketing Strategy approved by you(the client).

We start working on the plans for the respective online marketing strategies, launch and monitor
the campaigns.

(starts from R 1500 once off)

( management fees to be discussed)

Monthly Cycle

Management, Measuring and Analyzing 
Reporting (performance)
Rinse and Repeat.

The implementation of the Digital Marketing Strategy for your business will be on a month to
month basis and will be going through a cycle of these steps within each month:

                                                       *1 hour meeting end of each month



Quarterly Cycle

After every three months we review the overall Digital Marketing Strategy, make the necessary
changes for improvement and then execute again.
                                                       *up to 2 hours meeting end of each quarter

Conclusion

This 'Business Growth Catalyst Framework' was crafted based on our years of experience as a
Digital Agency assisting businesses grow by utilizing digital technologies in marketing. Over the
years we have learnt that you need to know your business, your customers and your market to be
successful in growing your business, especially online.
This is the reason why we believe in data-driven strategies and analytics based advertising.

Partner with us today, let's grow your business together!

www.digitechbolt.co.za
+27 67 221 4202
Digitechbolt Digital Agency


